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Contemporary fiction that is a mix of fun spirited romance and personal growth great for fans of 
Ali Hazelwood and Maddie Dawson: longtime personal assistant Georgie has made a career out 
of putting others before herself. When an unexpected upheaval sends her away from her hectic 
job in L.A. and back to her hometown, Georgie must confront an uncomfortable truth: her own 
wants and needs have always been a blank page. But then Georgie comes across a forgotten 
diary she wrote as a teenager, filled with possibilities she once imagined. To overwhelmed Geor-
gie, the diary’s small-scale ideas are a lifeline—a guidebook for getting started on a new path.  

Georgie’s plans hit a snag when she comes face to face with an unexpected roommate—Levi, 
onetime troublemaker and current hermit. But this quiet, grouchy man is more than just his 
reputation, and he offers to help Georgie with her quest. As the two make their way through 
her wishlist, Georgie begins to realize that what she truly wants might not be in the pages of her 
diary, but right by her side. 

 Additional Information 
Portuguese (BR) and Danish Rights Sold. Clayborn has previously been published in Bulgari-
an, Danish, Dutch, Estonian, German, Hebrew, Hungarian, Polish, Portuguese (BR), Romanian, 
and Russian. “Kate Clayborn’s writing is magnetic and witty and expansive, and her characters 
feel as real and solid to me as my own limbs. The world is going to fall hard for this deliciously 
whimsical and captivating story, and I cannot wait to see it!” --Ali Hazelwood, New York Times 
bestselling author of The Love Hypothesis

GEORGIE, ALL ALONG 
by Kate Clayborn

FEBRUARY 2023

New York Times-bestselling Finz delivers an emotional work of fiction centered on a young 
widow, and filled with reflections on love, loss, and finding hope, and even joy, after heartache. 
Ideal for fans of Josie Silver, Sophie Cousins, and Rebecca Serle.

No marriage is perfect, but in Rachel’s eyes, hers came close. From the very start, her love story 
with Josh was wonderful. There’s just one problem with stories: no matter how great the begin-
ning, there’s also an ending. For Rachel and Josh, it comes suddenly and far too soon.

Trying to move on without Josh feels impossible, and it’s tempting for Rachel to cocoon in the 
dark with the reminders of the life they should have shared. But her quirky, sometimes exasper-
ating family won’t let that happen. And as Rachel is nudged back into the sunlight, she uncovers 
a trove of surprising secrets—and an opportunity to save a family legacy—and maybe save 
herself in the process. 

THIS IS HOW IT STARTED
by Stacy Finz

FEBRUARY 2023
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Upmarket fiction born of the complex relationships between mothers and daughters, the 
often flickering line between woman and girl, and the precarious nature of innocence: Ryan is 
shocked when a text from her friend alerts her to a devastating news item. A controversial pho-
to of her as a pre-teen has been found in the possession of a wealthy investor recently revealed 
as a pedophile and a sex trafficker—with an inscription to him from Ryan’s mother on the back.

Memories crowd in, providing their own distinctive pictures of her mother Fiona, an aspiring ac-
tress, and their move to the West Village in 1976. Amid the city’s gritty kaleidoscope of wealth 
and poverty, high art, and sleazy strip clubs, Ryan is discovered and thrust into the spotlight as a 
promising young actress with a woman’s face and a child’s body. Suddenly, the safety and com-
fort Ryan longs for is replaced by auditions, paparazzi, and the hungry eyes of men of all ages.

Forced to reexamine her childhood, Ryan begins to untangle her young fears and her mother’s 
ambitions, and the role each played in the fraught blackout summer of 1977. Even with her 
movie career long behind her, Ryan and Fiona are suddenly the object of uncomfortable spec-
ulation—and Fiona demands Ryan’s support. To put the past to rest, Ryan will need to face the 
painful truth of their relationship, and the night when everything changed.

 Additional Information
Greenwood has previously been published in Chinese, Dutch, French, Polish, Portuguese (BR), 
Serbian, Turkish, and the UK. 

SUCH A PRETTY GIRL
by T. Greenwood

NOVEMBER 2022

Italian, Portuguese (PT) and Polish Rights Sold. Hlad is a USA Today, IndieBound, and interna-
tional bestselling author who has been published in Czech, Dutch, the UK, French, Hungarian, 
Polish, Portuguese, Romanian, and Spanish.

Ideal mix of a strong leading female protagonist, spy intrigue, books, and romance. Inspired 
by the true story of the heroic librarian spies of WWII who hunted down crucial intelligence 
throughout Europe. 1942: with the war’s outcome hanging in the balance, every sliver of intel-
ligence can be critical. Though far from the battlefields, cities like Lisbon, Portugal’s neutral cap-
ital, become lynchpins in a different kind of warfare. They are librarians trained in espionage, 
working with a special branch of the Office of Strategic Services. By acquiring and scouring Axis 
newspapers, books, technical manuals, and periodicals, the librarians can gather information 
about troop location, weaponry, and military plans.

Maria, a microfilm expert working at the New York Public Library, is dispatched to Lisbon, 
where she meticulously photographs publications and sends the film to London to be analyzed. 
Working in tandem with Tiago Soares, a brave and honorable bookstore owner on a precarious 
mission of his own—providing Jewish refugees with forged passports and visas—Maria acquires 
vital information, including a directory of arms factories in Germany. But as she and Tiago grow 
closer, any future together is jeopardized when Maria’s superiors ask her to pose as a double 
agent. 

THE BOOK SPY
by Alan Hlad

Additional Information 

FEBRUARY 2023
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Arabic, Dutch, Russian, and Spanish rights sold to The Spanish Daughter (2022) which was a #1 
new release on Amazon Historical Caribbean & Latin American History and an Amazon Best of 
the Month Editor Pick for Literature and Fiction in January 2022.

Set in Colombia following the devastation of the 1925 earthquake: the owner of a hacienda 
vanishes, embroiling three strangers in the secrets he left behind. Martin follows his lifelong 
dream of owning a cacao plantation, but on the night of a spectacular gala, he disappears. Now 
his hacienda is a hospital saving lives during an emerging epidemic. And novice nun Sor Puri is 
there to uncover the truth behind Martin’s disappearance. But her real identity—and her past 
with the heartbreakingly-charismatic Martin—will put her life at risk.

A professional photographer, Lucas is Martin’s best friend since boyhood. He has his own rea-
sons for helping the determined supposed nun. But what this reserved man won’t reveal about 
his thwarted dreams and unrequited passion could prove key to the past—or a lethal trap. 
Martin was head nurse Sor Camila’s only love—until an unfortunate mistake changes the course 
of her life forever. Now, Martin’s home is an expected second chance for her, Lucas, and Puri to 
set the past right. Ideal reading for those wishing for the intrigue and drama of a telenovela in 
book format. 

QUEEN OF THE VALLEY

Additional Information 

by Lorena Hughes

SEPTEMBER 2023

Midcentury historical fiction filled with glamour and intrigue that will make you feel as if you are 
watching a movie. Atmospheric debut set during a film shoot at an Italian castle in the 1960s: 
aspiring actress Silvia arrives at Rome’s famed Cinecittà Studios from Los Angeles, ready for her 
big break. Instead, she learns that the movie in which she was cast has been canceled. Desper-
ate for money, Silvia has only one choice: seek out the Italian aunt she has never met.

Gabriella lives in a crumbling castello on the edge of a volcanic lake. Silvia’s mother refuses to 
explain the rift that drove the sisters apart, but Silvia is fascinated by Gabriella, a once-famous 
actress who still radiates charisma. And the eerie castle inspires Silvia’s second chance when it 
becomes the location for a new horror movie, aptly named The Revenge of the Lake Witch—
and she lands a starring role. But when Gabriella abruptly vanishes, the movie’s make-believe 
terrors seep into reality. 

WOMAN IN THE CASTELLO
by Kelsey James

AUGUST 2023
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Contemporary fiction in the vein of Josie Silver’s The Two Lives of Lydia Bird – a novel that 
shows how joy and levity are a part of the grieving and healing process, with a bit of romance 
thrown in as well. SOMEONE ELSE’S BUCKET LIST follows shy 20-something Jodie after the 
untimely death of her outgoing, hugely successful influencer sister, Bree—and Bree’s last wish: 
that Jodie complete Bree’s bucket list. Instructed by a series of videos left by Bree, Jodie takes 
on the terrifying challenge as the world watches. 

Jodie is the shy younger sister, completely unsure what to do with her life. Her older sister, 
Bree, is an adventurous, globe-trotting, successful influencer. She’s the most alive person Jodie 
knows—up until Bree’s unfathomable, untimely death from cancer. The Boyd’s are devastated, 
swallowed by their grief - not to mention overwhelmed with medical debt. But Bree thought 
of everything—and soon, Jodie is shocked by a new post on her sister’s Instagram feed as they, 
along with Bree’s best friend, attempt to celebrate their first holiday without her.

The first of many Bree recorded in secret, the post foretells a jaw-dropping challenge for Jodie: 
to complete Bree’s very public bucket list. From “Fly over Antarctica,” to “Perform a walk-on 
cameo in a Broadway musical,” if Jodie does it—and keeps all Bree’s followers—a corporate 
sponsor will pay off the staggering medical debt. If she gains followers, the Boyd’s won’t be the 
only ones to benefit – everyone in Bree’s hospital will. It’s crazy. It’s terrifying. It’s impossible, 
immoral even, to refuse. So, despite the whole world watching, Jodie plunges in, never imagin-
ing that in death, her sister will teach her how to live, and that the last item on the list—“Fall in 
love”—may just prove to be the easiest.

SOMEONE ELSE’S BUCKET LIST
by Amy Matthews

JUNE 2023

Debut novel with a touch of gothic horror set in an old English country manor in the vein of The 
Hacienda by Isabel Cañas: spinster Francine has lived all her 55 years in her family’s ancestral 
home, a rambling Elizabethan manor in England’s Lake District. No other living soul resides 
there, but Francine isn’t alone. There are ghosts in Thwaite Manor, harmless and familiar. Most 
beloved is Bree, the mischievous ghost girl who has been Francine’s companion since childhood. 

When Francine’s estranged sister, Madeleine, returns to the manor, she tells Francine some-
thing that threatens everything she has always believed. 50 years before, their brutal father 
drowned two of their siblings in the manor’s well—one of whom was named Bree, the name 
Francine seemingly invented for her ghost companion. He then disappeared, along with their 
other three siblings, never to be heard from again. As Francine digs deeper into the mystery, 
something evil infects Thwaite Manor. When unbearable memories emerge and force her to 
confront the shocking role she and Bree played in the family tragedy all those years ago, the 
only way to save herself and her sister is to reveal the truth. But expelling the vengeful malevo-
lence destroying her home risks the loss of what Francine holds most dear: her beloved Bree.

HER LITTLE FLOWERS
by Shannon Morgan

AUGUST 2023
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Based on Siegel’s fictional TikTok following retired child detective Charlotte Illes. Now 25-years-
old, Charlottes life seems far less impressive than it did as a kid sleuth. But even though she’s 
determined to not be pigeonholed as a detective anymore, she is coaxed out of ‘retirement’ 
when she stumbles across a murder that is begging to be solved. 

In her youth, Charlotte Illes’ uncanny sleuthing abilities made her a minor celebrity. But in high 
school, she hung up her detective’s hat and stashed away the signature blue landline in her “of-
fice”—aka garage—convinced that finding her adult purpose would be as easy as tracking down 
missing snacks or locating stolen diamonds. A decade later, Charlotte has a nagging fear that 
she hit her peak in primary school. She’s living with her mom, scrolling through job listings, and 
her love life consists mostly of first dates. When it comes to knowing what to do next, Charlotte 
hasn’t got a clue. Reluctantly, Charlotte is pulled back into the mystery-solving world she knew. 
But that world is a whole lot more complicated for an adult. As a kid, she was able to crack the 
case and still get her homework done on time. Now she’s dealing with dead bodies, missing per-
sons, and villains who see her as a real threat. Ideal for fans of Elle Cosimano’s Finlay Donovan 
is Killing It. 

CHARLOTTE ILLES IS NOT A DETECTIVE
by Katie Siegel

JUNE 2023

Spalding is the author of several YA novels, including the The Summer of Jordi Perez (and the 
Best Burger in Los Angeles), which was named a best book of 2018 by NPR, the Boston Globe, 
Kirkus. This is her adult debut.
“I loved how joyful, how thoughtful, and how real For Her Consideration was. This book made 
me laugh out loud, smile big, and swoon hard. Amy Spalding made me adore Nina and her 
friends, fall in love with Nina and Ari, and want to live in their world forever.”—New York Times 
bestselling author Jasmine Guillory 

Queer f/f romance with crossover appeal about chosen family, honoring your dreams, and 
falling in love.

After a bad breakup, Nina believes that she’s cursed to be alone forever. Over the past few 
years, she has pulled away from the dating scene and her friends, even moving out of LA and 
into the suburbs. But when her talent agency job leads her to spend time with up-and-coming 
actress—and notorious control freak—Ari, Nina reconsiders her exile. She reconnects with 
friends, starts writing again, and eventually lets herself fall for the charming and sexy Ari. But 
Ari’s control issues clash with Nina’s lifestyle, and the relationship comes to a fast end. Can Nina 
keep her chosen family and embrace the future she wants? And if she does, could Ari let go 
enough to be part of Nina’s future?

FOR HER CONSIDERATION
by Amy Spalding

Additional Information 

MARCH 2023

Additional Information 
Siegel’s TikTok that is the basis of the novel has 634.4K followers
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In the vein of The Big Sick comes a romcom steeped in 90s nostalgia and based on the real-life 
romance of the husband-wife writing team, half of whom (Danny Tamberelli) was one of the 
stars of iconic 90s shows “All That” and “The Adventures of Pete and Pete”.

Brooklyn-based aspiring writer Lucy has no trouble putting the comedy in her romcoms. It’s the 
romance part of the equation that’s the problem. But even as the rejections pile up, and her 
second dates dwindle, Lucy refuses to give up hope. Former child star Rudy made his mark on 
some of the most popular kids shows of the ՚90s. But that early success has pigeonholed him 
into a stand-up routine riffing on his past work. 

When Lucy and Rudy match online, they’re eager to meet. But after their first date ends in a 
psychic’s prophecy that is equal parts great fortune and certain doom, their flirty quips end 
and their search for answers to some of life’s big questions begins: Is there really one person 
for everyone? Do destinies really intertwine? Will they throw caution to the wind, trust their 
instincts—and write their own futures?

Additional Information

“Romance, comedy, tacos, psychics, life, death, and love—The First Date Prophecy has it all. A 
beautiful, fun, and complex love story told by a beautiful, fun, and complex couple.” –Screen-
writers Emily V. Gordon and Kumail Nanjiani (The Big Sick)

FIRST DATE PROPHECY
by Kate Tamberelli and Danny Tamberelli 

JULY 2023

Debut novel in the vein of Outlander with the tone of Silvia Moreno-Garcia’s Mexican Gothic 
and The Haunting of Bly Manor: a woman struggling with her mental health spends the winter 
with her cruel in-laws in their eerie manor that sweeps her back through time and into the arms 
of her fiancé’s alluring 19th century ancestor. 

Saoirse expected her introduction to the family and their ancestral home would be bittersweet. 
But the stark thrust of Langdon Hall against the cliff and the hundred darkened windows in 
its battered walls are almost as forbidding as the woman who lies wasting inside. Her fiancé’s 
parents make no secret of their distaste for Saoirse, and their feelings have long since spread to 
their son. 

As Saoirse takes to wandering the estate’s winding, dreamlike gardens, overgrown and half-
wild with neglect, she slips back through time to 1818. There she meets Theo Page, a man like 
her fiancé but softer, with all the charms of that gentler age, and who clearly harbors a fervent 
interest in her. As it becomes clear that Theo is her fiancé’s ancestor, and the tenuous peace of 
Langdon Hall crumbles around her, Saoirse finds she’s no longer sure which dreams and doubts 
belong to the present—and which might not be dreams at all.

WHERE IVY DARES TO GROW
by Marielle Thompson

JULY 2023


